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Judgment is the result of experiences that are the result of
poor judgment. Travel broadens one’s horizons. Be a
traveler so that you judge better, from concepts realistic and
breath fresh air.
The tour was a broadening experience. The journey of life
continues. Be awake and seize the moment. Life is full of
surprises . How will we make the best of life. By exploring it
each day?

-Fr. (Dr.) Sibichen K.K.
It was my fifth experience with my St. Joseph family to go to
Delhi on a study tour. This time too it was a great experience

-Dr. K.M. Benny
A trip to explore our national pride, with a incredibly loving
and vibrant bunch of kids and a free spirited group of
colleagues who made me love myself more for being a
teacher

- Dr. Latha Joseph
Tour, not only reduces distance between places but also
between minds. Study tour 2019 was a pleasure trip with a
bunch of students who turned out to be friends. The long
tedious trip became the funniest one only because of the
happy spirit of our students. I will always cherish the
moments. Thank you students.

-Dr. Ronu Thomas
Delhi tour was literally an exploring trip. Each place that I
saw is still these in my mind unfaded. I enjoyed the trip
which would be probably the last college trip with my
friends.
Want to visit Delhi again.

- Savio

Delhi tour was both exploration and about team spirti. We
loved the long train journey wherein we had lot of fun. We
explored most sight in Delhi with ease and fun. We loved the
trip and it will be beautiful memory for ever.

-Emily
Delhi tour was the first experience of going to the Northern
part of India. It was the unity and love made these trip
memorable. We got a change to see a lot of places. Had a
good time.

-Reshma
Delhi trip is memorable experience. It was the first time I
went for a long journey in train. We could explore the sights
in Delhi that was the best part of the journey. The trip was all
about unity and friendship. I really loved it.

- Jisha
Delhi trip was a wonderful experience. I really loved it as
from the beginning we all stood together. It was a great
moment in my life. We could see most of the places in Delhi
that was a striking experience

- Ashly
Delhi tour was a memorable experience of exploration. The
long journey in the train was unforgettable. We all enjoyed
the trip of unity, love and friendship etc. It was the best
experience in my life.

- Neethu Maria
Delhi trip was really nice I loved it very much in future once
again I will go to Delhi. The place was absolutely worthy. I
had explored the treasures of the tour. I gained a lot.

- Sumi Mathew
Delhi tour was really memorable in my life. I enjoyed being
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at Delhi with my friends. I could get connected with more
and I will never forget those 9 days in my life.

- Ashitha Babu
It was an amazing experience. I got a chance to explore
Delhi. It was more like a dream come true.

-Anju K.V.
Delhi trip was one of the memorable moments in my life I
really enjoyed each moments I saw many beautiful places
and monument. It was a rare experience in my life. I enjoyed
it a lot - the travel, places, friends. The time of togetherness
was awesome.

- Aiswarya Thomas
The Delhi trip was a wonderful experience for me. I enjoyed
it a lot. I was able to enjoy each moment in that journey. The
thing that I liked most is water show. I will never forget
those 9 days in my life.

- Amalu Jacob
‘To travel is to live’ says Hans Christian Andreson and I
literally lived the trip.' Lived every single moment I was
offered and I was so into the trip that I even dreamt and
wished that the days would never end and that I would be
lost in that new abyss.

- Neethika Jolly
The tour was a memorable experience. Being part of such a
close-knit team is special and its even more special to be
with them exploring new experiences.

-Diana Thomas
Delhi tour for me was an experience that could definitely
make me smile years after. I will always treasure those days
of my life. Each one of us enjoyed every single moment. I
had been to Delhi a few times but this was the best I had.
-Mareesa Joseph
The tour was memorable, nice and amazing to me. It gave
me an unforgettable experience and fulfilled my dream to
visit national capital. The monuments visited enjoyable and
informative. The tour could widen my gaze and give me
memorable forever.

-Jerry Prakash
I would like to say that experience which I have got and
whatever memories I have made. I am sure I am going to
cherish it the rest of my life. I got knowledge from different
sight.

-Sr. Jesmy John
Traveling is the most powerful way of exploring different
cultures, visiting geographically distinct place and landscapes
and it also brighten our observation skill. Delhi trip was a such
a enthusiastic one which will be remained in my mind for ever.
The unseen beauty was captured through my camera eyes
through which I had explored the traced in a fabulous way.
-Jibeesh George
Proud to be an Indian' 

I realy enjoyed and loved teh trip . The journey to Delhi on
train was really an unforgettable memory. I really feel that
this was a really blessing for all of us.
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It was really a good feel that never fades from the
heart...

-Feddy Elsa K. Baby


